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Disclaimer
This presentation includes statements that constitute “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 
(the “Reform Act”), including but not limited to statements related to Trinity Biotech’s cash position, financial resources and potential for future growth, market 
acceptance and penetration of new or planned product offerings, and future recurring revenues and results of operations. Trinity Biotech claims the protection 
of the safe-harbor for forward-looking statements contained in the Reform Act. These forward-looking statements are often characterised by the terms “may,” 
“believes,” “projects,” “expects,” “anticipates,” or words of similar import, and do not reflect historical facts. Specific forward-looking statements contained in 
this presentation may be affected by risks and uncertainties, including, but not limited to, our ability to capitalize on our purchase of the assets of Waveform, 
our continued listing on the Nasdaq Stock Market, our ability to achieve profitable operations in the future,  the impact of the spread of COVID-19 and its 
variants, potential excess inventory levels and inventory imbalances at the company’s distributors, losses or system failures with respect to Trinity Biotech’s 
facilities or manufacturing operations, the effect of exchange rate fluctuations on international operations, fluctuations in quarterly operating results, 
dependence on suppliers, the market acceptance of Trinity Biotech’s products and services, the continuing development of its products, required government 
approvals, risks associated with manufacturing and distributing its products on a commercial scale free of defects, risks related to the introduction of new 
instruments manufactured by third parties, risks associated with competing in the human diagnostic market, risks related to the protection of Trinity Biotech’s 
intellectual property or claims of infringement of intellectual property asserted by third parties and risks related to condition of the United States economy and 
other risks detailed under “Risk Factors” in Trinity Biotech’s annual report on Form 20-F for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2022 and Trinity Biotech’s 
other periodic reports filed from time to time with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission. Forward-looking statements speak only as of the 
date the statements were made. Trinity Biotech does not undertake and specifically disclaims any obligation to update any forward-looking statements.

The subsequent description of the transaction does not purport to be complete and is qualified in its entirety by reference to the transaction documents which 
will be included in a Form 6-K to be filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.
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Investment Highlights

Leveraging our expertise in providing accessible HIV diagnostics 
since 1996 and leadership in diabetes HbA1c testing, we are 
repositioning our company towards a future in wearable 
biosensor technology and artificial intelligence driven insights

Platform Technology
• Innovative wearable biosensor technology
• Provides a needle-free sensor with reuseable 

solution

Attractive Deal Terms
• Balance of Debt & Equity finance
• $12.5 million cash + 9 million ADS’ + 

contingent consideration

Builds on Trinity Platform
• High volume, high quality medical device 

manufacturing
• Global regulatory & distribution expertise

Letter Of Intent With Bayer
• Partnership with Bayer for China & India
• Launch of affordable CGM



Envisioning a Future
in Wearable Biosensors

Valuable & Actionable 
Health & Wellness 

Insights

Trinity 
Biosensor*

Real-Time
Wearable Sensor

Data Sets

*Artist’s impression, may differ from final device



Multiple, Distinct
Competitive
Advantages

Needle-Free Insertion

Trinity CGM
Characteristics*

*Artist’s impression, may differ from final device
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Trinity Reuseable CGM = Less Waste than Current Market Leading CGMs
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*Note that the Trinity sensor and wire will be disposed of after each use, similar to current market leading CGMs. 
Artist’s impression, may differ from final device



Global Diabetes Prevalence 
Expected to Grow to +640m
People by 2030 with +80% 
Located in Low to Middle Income 
Countries - Need For an 
Affordable CGM

Per International Diabetes Federation



Lower Cost of Care - Drive Faster Adoption
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Robust Legacy Business to Support
Expansion into Wearable Biosensors With an 
Initial CGM Focus

Diabetes Expertise
• Over a decade of experience in manufacturing 

high quality Diabetes HbA1c Tests
• 30+ million HbA1c tests sold annually

Medical Device Manufacturing
• 25+ years manufacturing high quality rapid 

HIV tests
• Diabetes HbA1c instrument manufacturer

Global Regulatory Expertise
• Decades of experience in obtaining and 

maintaining medical device regulatory 
approvals globally – FDA, WHO, CE Mark

Global Distribution
• Global distribution to 70+ countries



Non-Binding Letter of Intent with Bayer for Joint Partnership 

Key Terms

We could not have asked for a 
stronger international partner to help 
us embark on the journey of 
introducing our newly acquired 
innovative and accessible biosensor 
technology into large diabetes markets 
with significant unmet needs” 
John Gillard, CEO, Trinity Biotech

• Exclusive joint partnership for the 
launch of a CGM in China

• Intends to leverage Bayer's 
significant and well-established 
presence in the Chinese healthcare 
market, particularly in diabetes

• Launch of a low-cost, high quality, 
CGM device designed to increase 
affordability and accessibility of 
diabetes care. Definitive agreement 
intended to be negotiated in the 
coming months

• Includes a framework for the 
intention to launch a CGM device in 
India

• Bayer Pharma India has a strong 
presence in the diabetes market 
with brands like Kerendia® and 
Glucobay®



Attractive Transaction Terms

Initial Upfront 
Consideration

Contingent Consideration 
Obligations

• US$12.5 million in cash
• 9 million of TRIB American Depository Shares (“ADS”)

• Up to a maximum of $20 million, dependent on:
• Performance of ADS price post transaction
• Successfully entering into partner agreements with certain 

insulin pump companies

Scope Of Transaction
• Acquisition of assets related to Waveform’s biosensor business  
• This includes all IP, including a number of patents in this field, 

and manufacturing & development equipment



Amended Credit Agreement with Perceptive
Key Credit Agreement Changes

Strengthened Perceptive Advisors Relationship

• Increased funding:
• $22m immediately available & drawn down
• Additional $6.5m Line of Credit available for draw down between April & December 2024

• Immediate reduction of interest rate by 2.5%, with a further 2.5% reduction if outstanding principal falls below 
$35m

• New Warrants to purchase 2.5m ADSs as part of amendment. These, and previously issued 2.5m warrants, 
now priced at $0.44

• Halving of early repayment penalties and reduction in revenue covenants

• 9m ADS’ issued to Perceptive as part consideration for Waveform 
• Perceptive will be Trinity’s largest investor, with an approximate 20% ownership of Trinity equity and an 

additional debt investment
• Per Perceptive:

“We are very excited to partner with the new Trinity Biotech management team in developing a 
disruptive technology for CGM and the broader biosensor & analytics markets”



• Rapid HIV – revenue growth and cash generation
• Optimisation of our Diabetes HbA1c business
• Optimise the value of our other businesses
• Overall focus on improved profitability

Other Business Updates and Strategic Priorities



• Q4 2023 preliminary unaudited trading update
• Q3 2023 unaudited financial results

Financial Update
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